Time-course transcriptome analysis of a double challenge bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis rat model uncovers ECM homoeostasis-related translationally relevant genes
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ABSTRACT
Background Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is an irreversible disorder with a poor prognosis. The incomplete understanding of IPF pathogenesis and the lack of accurate animal models is limiting the development of effective treatments. Thus, the selection of clinically relevant animal models endowed with similarities with the human disease in terms of lung anatomy, cell biology, pathways involved and genetics is essential. The bleomycin (BLM) intratracheal murine model is the most commonly used preclinical assay to evaluate new potential therapies for IPF. Here, we present the findings derived from an integrated histomorphometric and transcriptomic analysis to investigate the development of lung fibrosis in a time-course study in a BLM rat model and to evaluate its translational value in relation to IPF.

Methods Rats were intratracheally injected with a double dose of BLM (days 0–4) and sacrificed at days 7, 14, 21, 28 and 56. Histomorphometric analysis of lung fibrosis was performed on left lung sections. Transcriptome profiling by RNAseq was performed on the right lung lobes and results were compared with nine independent human gene-expression IPF studies.

Results The histomorphometric and transcriptomic analyses provided a detailed overview in terms of temporal gene-expression regulation during the establishment and repair of the fibrotic lesions. Moreover, the transcriptomic analysis identified three clusters of differentially co-regulated genes whose expression was modulated in a time-dependent manner in response to BLM. One of these clusters, centred on extracellular matrix (ECM)-related process, was significantly correlated with histological parameters and gene sets derived from human IPF studies.

Conclusions The model of lung fibrosis presented in this study lends itself as a valuable tool for preclinical efficacy evaluation of new potential drug candidates. The main finding was the identification of a group of persistently dysregulated genes, mostly related to ECM homoeostasis, which are shared with human IPF.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
Recent progress in preclinical models of pulmonary fibrosis provided valuable insights for study idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). Nevertheless, the lack of approved treatments highlights the necessity for multiple well-characterised animal models.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
The murine bleomycin (BLM) lung fibrosis model, despite not fully resembling the disease, is widely used to study IPF. We extensively examined gene-expression changes during the temporal evolution of lung fibrosis in a specific rat BLM model in comparison with IPF, discovering a common set of dysregulated genes, primarily linked with extracellular matrix (ECM) homoeostasis.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
The described model and its translationally relevant transcriptional signature could represent a useful tool to evaluate and compare new potential drug candidates acting on critical pathways implicated in IPF development and ECM turnover.

BACKGROUND
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a deadly interstitial lung disease (ILD) of unknown origin that is marked by progressive restrictive-ventilatory limitation, hypoxia, dyspnoea and cough.1 IPF develops over time as the result of a set of genetic and environmental cues not yet well clarified and characterised by specific hallmarks, such as the usual interstitial pneumonia pattern.2 Although two approved drugs, pirfenidone and nintedanib, have demonstrated attenuation of IPF...
progression and improvement in survival rate, still no cure of IPF is available and new treatment strategies are needed.

Success during early drug development and preclinical proof of concept are profoundly dependent on the use of an animal model that can enforce scientific confidence on a specific target, while reliably predicting clinical efficacy of new drug candidates. Although various animal models have been used in recent years, a fully satisfactory preclinical model capable of recapitulating the complex features of human IPF is not yet available. Indeed, according to a recent report from the Official American Thoracic Society Workshop, the bleomycin (BLM) murine model is still considered the best-characterised animal model available for preclinical testing in IPF.

Transcriptome profiling and other advanced molecular biology approaches may provide detailed information on the dysfunctional cellular processes associated to complex pathologies such as IPF. Indeed, various transcriptomic approaches have been successfully applied in recent years to different lung fibrosis models, mostly in mice, and to IPF in order to gain novel translationally relevant insights. Only few studies have relied on rat lung fibrosis models, so far. Furthermore, none of the previous rat studies employed a data-mining strategy to investigate time-dependent variations in transcriptional signatures to potentially gain more insights on the progression of BLM-induced lung damage. To fill this gap, we report here the results of a time-dependent integrated transcriptome and histomorphometric analysis performed in a rat double-hit BLM model of lung fibrosis up to 56 days postinduction. The main goal of this study was to assess the overlap in terms of dysregulated genes and pathways between the human disease, IPF and the animal model. In combination with previous results, the present work may provide a more robust starting point for the identification and prioritisation of new candidate targets as well as informative transcriptionally deregulated signatures to consider in the development of novel pharmacological treatments.

METHODS

A more detailed description can be found in online supplemental materials.

Animals and BLM-induced lung fibrosis model

Male rats (Charles River, Italy) were intratracheally injected with BLM, 2 U/kg (BLM sulphate—Sigma, USA) or an equal volume of 0.9% saline solution (SAL) on day 0 and day 4, respectively. We used a single batch of BLM for all the treated animals, and we randomly assigned the BLM animals to have similar mean body weights among the different groups. We used the body condition score and Grimace Scale to monitor the overall health condition and to predict the actual establishment of the fibrotic lesions in the rat lungs. Rats were sacrificed on days 7, 14, 21, 28 and 56 (figure 1A). Moreover, a group of untreated animals (naive) were sacrificed on day 0 for baseline condition assessments. Whole lungs were removed, and the right and left lobes were separated for the following analysis (figure 1A). After the terminal procedure, the whole lungs were removed, and right and left lobes were separated for following analysis. Left lung lobes of all eight animals of each group’s time point were destined for histological analysis, while right lung lobes were randomly divided into two groups for different analytical procedures (homogenate for extraction of RNA or homogenate for evaluating some protein-based markers, details are in online supplemental materials.

Histopathology

To assess longitudinal fibrosis lesions, a score evaluation was made on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded left lung lobe stained slides, using a method based on the Ashcroft scale, as described previously and modified by Hübner et al. Stained slides were also scanned and acquired into the Visiopharm Integrator System (VIS; V.2017.2.4.3387) for a quantification of pulmonary fibrosis by automated analysis with the support of a VIS Analysis Protocol Package.

Transcriptomic analysis

RNA was extracted from right lungs using miRNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Netherlands), including DNase digestion protocol. Libraries for massive parallel RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) were prepared with the QuantSeq FWD (Lexogen) kit and sequenced with an Illumina NextSeq500 platform, which generated at least 30 million reads/sample (75bp Single End). The dataset was available with accession number GSE212141. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between BLM and SAL samples were identified for each time point with the Limma-voom tool, considering only genes with at least 10 counts in at least 3 samples. Genes were deemed as differentially expressed if the log2 fold-change (FC) was ≥1 or ≤-1 and the adjusted p≤0.05.

Modules of coexpressed genes between the different groups of treatment of all the time points were identified using the ‘WeiGhted Correlation Network Analysis (WGCNA)’ package in R. Only genes with at least 10 counts in 22 samples out of 28 were kept for module construction (13 500 genes).

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was used to compare the transcriptional profiles produced in this study with other published transcriptional signatures obtained in human IPF. A leading-edge analysis was performed starting from the GSEA results of module 8 when compared with the human gene lists. From this analysis, we selected genes identified in at least 7/12 lists of upregulated or downregulated genes. The obtained gene list was subjected to GeneMANIA online source and the network was visualised in Cytoscape to highlight relevant information. The identification of significantly
enriched pathways and processes was performed using Metascape.32

Hydroxyproline analysis in lung homogenate
Frozen right lobes were weighed and homogenised in 10 mL of ice-cold 1X PBS per g of tissue, with gentleMACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany). The total amount of hydroxyproline was determined with the Hydroxyproline Colorimetric Assay Kit (Sigma MAK008, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Statistical analysis
The results were expressed as the mean±SEM. Mann-Whitney test calculations were made using GraphPad Prism V.8 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA) to examine differences between control animals (SAL) and the corresponding BLM-treated animals within the single time points. A p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Dynamic changes in histopathology and hydroxyproline content in the rat model of BLM-induced lung fibrosis
A comprehensive histological assessment was carried out at each time point (figure 1A–C). An acute and severe inflammation was clearly visible at day 7, with haemorrhage and alveolar infiltration by inflammatory cells and an initial diffuse matrix deposition around large blood vessels and bronchi.

Inflammation decreased at day 14, yet a diffuse matrix deposition persisted throughout the entire tissue sections. On day 21, large areas of lung parenchyma were replaced by a dense collagen deposition. A decreased severity, with a reduction of the total fibrotic area, was apparent at day
28. At day 56, a more prominent reduction of collagen accumulation was observed, with residual fibrotic areas thicker and denser than those observed at previous time points. All the above observations were confirmed by two semiquantitative analyses. On day 7, a fibrotic tissue area corresponding to approximately 55% of the total lung area was revealed by the Visual Analysis software (figure 1C.1). This value, which is nearly 10-fold higher than in the control samples (mean value: 5.8%) at all time points, remained almost unchanged till day 21 and gradually decreased thereafter. An analogous profile was confirmed by the Ashcroft score evaluation (figure 1C. II).

Hydroxyproline levels increased over time in the SAL group (figure 1D), likely reflecting a physiological collagen accumulation attributable to lung growth. However, a marked and significantly more sustained increase in hydroxyproline content was observed in the BLM group compared with the SAL group at each time point (p<0.05 at T14, T21 and T28).

**Gene expression analysis revealed time-dependent transcriptional responses to BLM treatment**

A total of 25,140 genes with above-background expression levels were revealed by RNAseq analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) conducted on the whole transcriptome dataset (figure 2A) revealed coherent transcription profiles for the biological replicates, with a clear separation between the SAL group, which clustered close to the naïve group in the lower part of the PCA diagram, and BLM-treated animals in the mid-upper part of the diagram. A time-dependent variability and the observed distribution (from T07 to T56, left to right) is consistent with the increasing time interval after BLM administration. A time-dependent variability was observed in the SAL group, as well. Interestingly, the T07 SAL points
were the most distant from the untreated condition, suggesting that the mere stress associated with intratracheal administration somehow contributes to transcriptome profile variability.

The number of DEGs identified at each time point ranged from 1217 (T14) to 2221 (T07), with a total of 4672 DEGs distributed across all the examined time points (figure 2B and online supplemental table S1). The number of upregulated genes exceeded the number of downregulated genes at T07 and T14, whereas the opposite trend was observed at later time points. As shown in the heatmap in figure 2C, DEGs followed a time-dependent pattern and exhibited rather specific expression trends. Based on hierarchical clustering, these were defined as ‘early’, ‘late’ and ‘long-lasting’ responses.

**Identification of time-specific BLM-responsive gene sets using a network-based analysis**

A network-based approach (WGCNA) was used to identify specific time-dependent transcriptional profiles and to convert the results of DEGs analysis into functionally relevant information. Unsigned WGCNA revealed 16 modules of coregulated (or antiregulated) genes. The first five modules accounted for 69.4% of all the analysed genes, while the remaining 11 modules contained less than 5% of genes each. The expression profiles of all individual Module Eigengenes (MEs) are reported in online supplemental figure S1 (see also online supplemental table S1 for detailed information on each gene). A pathway enrichment analysis was applied to the WGCNA modules to identify specific genes and pathways associated with the different time points. Figure 3A,B show the most informative modules and the most enriched pathways and processes comprised in each module. Indeed, modules 1–5 contain almost 70% of all the genes used for WGCNA, and module 8 is strongly correlated with both histological parameters. In agreement with the PCA, only a minimal variation was highlighted by the SAL versus naïve/T0 comparison. A much higher but internally consistent variation was, instead, revealed by BLM vs naïve/T0 and BLM versus SAL comparisons, which highlighted a predominant upregulation for modules 2, 8 and 5, and an opposite trend for all the remaining modules. Network analysis also allowed us to compare specific groups of coherently expressed genes with the phenotypic traits (eg, histopathological parameters) associated with each time point of the BLM treatment. As shown in figure 3A, two modules (3 and 8) significantly correlated with the Ashcroft Score and with the percentage of fibrosis derived from the same animals. Modules 8, 4 and 1 are truly representative of the three main types of responses that previously emerged in the DEGs analysis (‘long-lasting’, ‘early’ and ‘late’ responses, respectively; see also figure 2C). No appreciable gene expression variation was observed in SAL samples grouped in module 8, while a marked and persistent upregulation, starting from the earliest (T07) time point, was observed for the same module in BLM-treated samples. Module 8 was enriched in multiple extracellular matrix (ECM)-related pathways and positively correlated with histological parameters. Genes commonly associated with the fibrotic response, such as serpin family E member 1 (serpine1, alias plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (PAI1)), thrombospondin 2 (Thbs2), fibronectin 1 (Fn1) and matrix metalloproteinase 12 (Mmp12), whose expression variation was confirmed by independent validation approaches (see online supplemental figures S2 and S3), were strongly correlated to module 8. Module 4, intensely downregulated at early time points of BLM treatment, was enriched in pathways related to the circulatory system. Module 1 (>2500 genes) was largely unaffected by BLM treatment at T07 and T14 but displayed a marked downregulation at the last three time points. Based on this, quite peculiar expression profile and on the functional heterogeneity of the genes/pathways found to be enriched in module 1, ranging from kinase activity regulation to cell division/projection and chromatin modification, it is reasonable to hypothesise that the altered expression of this module is causally, although indirectly, related to the strong dysregulation observed in the early acute lung damage and tissue remodelling triggered by BLM.

Module 2 is characterised by an expression pattern very similar to that of module 8, with a clear trend towards upregulation at all the analysed time points. This module was enriched in cell cycle, cytoskeleton regulation and microtubules related pathways. Module 5 also displayed an expression pattern similar to that of module 8, even though the variation at T07 and T28 was not as marked as for the other time points. This was likely due to an increase in expression levels of the corresponding SAL time points with respect to T0, which reduced the statistical significance of most enrichment values except for the asparagine N-linked glycosylation and the endoplasmic reticulum to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport pathways. Module 3, instead, belongs to the late/long-lasting type of responses, with a marked and persistent downregulation becoming more prominent at the latest time points. Moreover, it is enriched in processes related to the leucocyte system, cell adhesion and cellular trafficking and was significantly anticorrelated with the histological parameters (Pearson correlation p value=5.0×10^{-12} and p value=1.2×10^{-7} for the Ashcroft Score and % Fibrosis, respectively).

**Predictivity and translatability of the rat-BLM preclinical model to the human pathology**

To evaluate the strength and overall consistency of the present transcriptome profiling data and to identify analogies between the animal model and human pathology, we used GSEA to compare our data with those retrieved from nine independent human IPF studies. In the ranked lists based on FC values obtained at different time points, GSEA revealed highly statistically significant NES values, especially in the case of IPF upregulated genes...
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The highest NES values and overall concordance were observed for the ranked lists of the last three time points, which at the histological level were all characterised by pronounced ECM deposition. To better pinpoint the time-dependent gene signatures of the rat model that are more representative of the human disease, we ranked the list of genes based on the module membership values derived from the WGCNA (see online supplemental table S2). According to GSEA, module 8 is that with the highest and most significant NES values for nearly all the analysed human gene lists (figure 4), thus further emphasising the importance of the genes shown in module 8.

**Figure 3** Time-dependent transcription profiles following BLM administration. (A) Heatmap of the most informative modules (represented by their module eigengene, MEs). Each square represents the eigengene expression of a single biological condition (column) in a specific ME (rows). The left part of the heatmap represents comparisons between SAL or BLM at each time point with T0 (log2 FC (SAL/T0) and log2 FC (BLM/T0), respectively), while the right part shows comparisons between SAL and BLM (log2 FC (BLM/SAL)), as reported above the columns label. The eigengene expression was calculated as the ratio between the average eigengene expression of the biological replicates and the eigengene expression of the control group of interest (T0 or respective SAL). The last two columns on the right show the Pearson correlation value between each ME and the two histological parameters. Only the correlation values of ME8 and ME3 were statistically significant (log p-value -6). (B) Bar graphs of the most enriched terms identified by Metascape of the modules shown in A. Bar graphs represent the Log q-values and indicate the most significant terms for each group of similar terms. See online supplemental figure 1 and table 1 for detailed information on all WGCNA modules. BLM, bleomycin; SAL, saline solution; WGCNA, weighted correlation network analysis.
included in this module. Significant NES values were also obtained for module 3, but at variance with module 8, these were restricted to the upregulated gene lists.

Considering the predictive potential of module 8 and its enrichment with IPF-related gene lists, we used the leading-edge analysis of GSEA to identify the most important and translationally relevant genes correlated to this module. This analysis led to the identification of a core set of genes that appear to be highly interlaced (figure 5). Interestingly, genes contained within this set mainly code for extracellular space and plasma membrane proteins, including key ECM components such as collagen type I (Col1a1) and type III (Col3a1) alpha 1.

**DISCUSSION**

Although the discovery of many new potential drug targets is aided by an in-depth knowledge of the human genome and multiomics approaches, the overall rate of new clinically approved drugs in IPF remains unsatisfactory. Recently, some drug candidates, proposed as highly promising treatments, have not met efficacy endpoints when evaluated in clinical trials, leaving unmet the urgent medical need for effective IPF therapies. The rate of success in drug development could arguably be increased by the availability of more clinically relevant animal models and stringent efficacy criteria during target validation and preclinical proof of concept establishment.

Animal models of IPF have provided valuable insights into the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the disease and have helped in identifying and testing multiple potential therapeutic interventions. Numerous models of IPF have been developed so far, including the use of chemical triggers such as BLM, monocrotaline, amiodarone, fluorescein isothiocyanate, oxidants and phorbol myristate acetate. Other models rely on known aetiological agents including asbestos, silica and radiations or on humanised murine models. Epithelial cell dysfunction was postulated as an important component in the pathogenesis of IPF and animal models have been developed, accordingly. Indeed, telomere
dysfunction in type II AECs, mediated by deletion of the telomeric repeat binding factor 1, TRF1, and the expression of an IPF-associated SFTPC mutant in the pulmonary epithelium of mice in an allelic, inducible fashion, were able to recapitulate some features of the human IPF phenotype. Adult Muc5b-deficient mice displayed bronchial hyperplasia and metaplasia, interstitial thickening, alveolar collapse, immune cell infiltrates, disorganised elastin fibres and collagen deposition. Nevertheless, as also reported in the ATS workshop report, none of the currently known lung fibrosis animal models can fully recapitulate the complexity of IPF, and genetically modified animals, even if promising, may be better suited for discovery research than drug testing, so clinical candidates should be tested and validated for efficacy in more than one animal model/species.

With this premise, we here report the first comprehensive gene-expression comparison between a time-course BLM model in the rat with the most recent gene-expression omic data coming from IPF patients. We used rats instead of mice for their slower development of the fibrotic lesions, for the different pulmonary architectures and tissue mechanical properties, and for the focal aspects of fibroblast/myofibroblast agglomerates (unpublished findings). Development of pulmonary fibrosis induced by local administration of BLM in rodents is often unpredictable. There is a high degree of variability among individual animals in the extent of fibrosis, especially using batches of BLM developed for non-clinical use. With this respect, in this study, we used a single batch of BLM for all treated animals. Moreover, based on previous data collected over the time, we could
correlate the extent of lung fibrosis injury (histology and biomarker analysis) with a series of humane endpoints, like body weight. The weight loss and ponderal growth were comparable with a series of previous successful experiments conducted in the same laboratory.

In this study, we describe the time-dependent gene expression analysis transcriptome analysis over in a 56-day period of a rat model of lung fibrosis induced by a double administration of BLM. The lung whole transcriptome was flanked by a comprehensive histopathological assessment to gain a better understanding of the model in terms of translational potential and prospective utilisation for the discovery and functional selection of new IPF therapeutics. Importantly, a comparison of gene expression profiles between the rat model and IPF lung bulk datasets have been performed.

As already demonstrated for murine models, we confirmed that a double intratracheal instillation of BLM triggered an initially severe but transient inflammatory/fibrotic response, followed by a progressive fibrosis and ECM deposition, as revealed by the peak of hydroxyproline level measured at day 28. Histological parameters and hydroxyproline content at day 56 indicated a persistent fibrotic condition, although of reduced severity compared with earlier time points. The time-dependent response to BLM delineated by our analysis is in keeping with the results of previous preclinical studies\textsuperscript{6, 8, 42, 43} highlighting a switch from inflammation to fibrosis around the seventh day post-BLM treatment, followed by the appearance of fibrotic lesions starting from day 14 and a peak of collagen deposition at days 21–28. Preceding reports have indicated fibrosis resolution, with an almost complete recovery to a normal lung structure, within 4–8 weeks from BLM treatment\textsuperscript{6, 44, 45} but in this model, as well as in other time-course studies, no evidence of complete fibrotic resolution could be detected at day 56\textsuperscript{11, 13, 14, 46} This finding suggests that lung fibrosis resolution requires more time in a model like this, so a larger therapeutic intervention window may be employed to assess the efficacy of drug candidates.

Transcriptomic analysis provided a detailed overview of BLM-induced pulmonary fibrosis development in the rat model. Three of the most informative modules of coregulated genes identified by WGCNA represent specific and mechanistically relevant time-related responses to BLM. Previously, Peng et al\textsuperscript{13} reported the existence of distinct time-specific gene expression responses to BLM in a mouse model of lung fibrosis. Using hierarchical clustering analysis, they identified an inflammatory phase (days 1–2), an active fibrosis phase (days 7–14) and a late fibrosis phase (days 21–35), with no evidence of an enduring temporal response. In our model, the ‘long-lasting’ response, enclosed in module 8, undoubtedly provided the most characteristic representation of the fibrotic condition. In fact, this module strongly correlated with histological parameters and comprised several genes frequently associated with fibrotic diseases, including Serpine1, Thbs2, Fn1 and Mmp12. Importantly, despite the challenges due to the heterogeneity of the human disease and the IPF lung itself, as well as the high variability between studies,\textsuperscript{29} module 8 displayed the best correlation with almost all transcriptomic profiles previously documented on IPF patients\textsuperscript{21–29}. The pathways associated with the ‘long-lasting’ response suggest a collaborative role of myeloid lineage cells and multiple pathways associated with ECM composition and modulation. Although it is generally accepted that IPF is not primarily caused by an immunopathogenic process, animal models and human research studies have shown that immune cells play a significant and varied role in disease development and can regulate fibrotic responses\textsuperscript{17}. In this regard, the observation that interleukin 13 receptor subunit alpha 2 (IL13Rα2) is among the genetically interacting pathways shared by BLM rat lung and human IPF (figure 5), supports potential immune-mediated mechanisms underlying ILDs\textsuperscript{25}.

The occurrence of a reparative response at day 56, as confirmed by histological analysis, is unquestionably a distinguishing feature of the animal model compared with IPF. The contrast between this ‘reversible’ condition and the progressive and irreversible nature of IPF could explain why there was only a weak link between the late transcriptional response indicated by module 1 and human studies. However, some insight could be gained from the examination of this response, which might provide important informative clues on the resolution of lung fibrosis. A future, more detailed understanding of this late response, which is specifically present in our model in comparison to others (see online supplemental figure S4), may allow us to pinpoint the underlying mechanisms that, by promoting lung tissue repair, may uncover new therapeutic targets of fibrotic conditions. Given the histological data and the suitable correlation of genes modulated in our model with the gene expression profile of IPF patients, this model could be used to assess the antifibrotic potential of a drug acting on a time frame that is durable enough to be reliably monitored over a 3-week treatment window (from day 7 to day 28). Furthermore, because some of the genes associated with the ‘long-lasting’ response are translationally relevant, combining histological parameters with specific gene expression signatures as a functional readout could be useful in drug discovery/target validation experiments for a more reliable, human disease-oriented assessment of novel pharmacological treatments. Similar contentions cannot be applied to other models based on a single administration of BLM in spite of a broad overlap between the models. Indeed, the effect on the core of our identified gene set is generally low or not statistically significant (see online supplemental figure S5), particularly at T28, as shown by the GSEA analysis (see online supplemental figure S4 and table S3).

In conclusion, despite the limitations described above and the ambiguous clinical relevance of the selected rodent model to mimic IPF, we proposed a comprehensive gene-expression cross-comparison between a temporal evolution of lung fibrosis induced by two
sequential intratracheal administrations of BLM in rats and nine different human IPF studies. A key finding of the present analysis is the identification of a group of dysregulated genes, mostly related to ECM homoeostasis, for the screening and preclinical efficacy evaluation of new potential therapeutics acting on aberrant ECM tissue deposition.
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